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Oddly satisfying soap cutting asmr slime fundraiser

On my channel you will find SATISFYING ASMR CONTENT LIKE .. Ice is ASMR, slime, soap cutting, slime games, strangely satisfying videos, Mehr anzeigenJust for the fun film movie movie film Game FilmOn my channel you will find SATISFYING ASMR CONTENT LIKE .. Ice has ASMR, slime, soap
cutting, slime games, strangely satisfying videos, funny ice eating fails, and mixing random things in slime, slime games, asmr have sounds and more
some of us find escape in video calls and games, others in Netflix and music, others in endless scrolling. But if you're looking for a new, relaxing,
visually stimulating way to ease your frayed nerves, you might consider watching a video of slime, soap cutting, or any other form of strangely satisfying content. The world is strangely satisfying content big and uncertain. There are thousands of different types of content optimized to satisfy and relax you from ASMR to binaural beats to zit-popping, the list can go on. Reddit thread strangely satisfying is the hotbed of these types of posts, like YouTube, Instagram and TikTok.For the purposes of this article, we will stay away from the auditory ASMR, instead of focusing solely on visual content. This is your
invitation to a safe, magical, whimsical world of colorful paint, heaving slime, and deliciously skilled workers doing their job well. The science behind the strangely satisfying VideosFirst Off: Why do we even find these types of videos so satisfying? Many researchers have tried to understand the popularity
of these strangely satisfying videos. Psychologists have identified what's called Goldilocks feeling - the AKA sense of satisfaction you get when everything is just right. Interestingly, people with OCD often never experience the Goldilocks feeling that tends to lead them to repeat tasks over and over again
without ever experiencing a peak gain. These strangely satisfying videos can provide a sense of completion and satisfaction for people who never or rarely experience these feelings in real life, but they can also be enjoyable for everyone, OCD diagnosis or not. At least all of these videos offer the
sensation many of us rarely experience. In real life, things are constantly breaking down, wear out, spilling, or burning - it's just life. But these videos show an alternate reality where everything is done perfectly. Colors are mixed into beautiful new shades. Cucumbers unfold in perfect slices. Everything is
aligned and combined with each other. However, not all of these video features acts carried through. Many end up with sand collapsing, things falling apart, or huge messes being done. In light of this, there really is no clear conclusion as to why we find these videos so satisfying. In this, they, like any kind
of great art: made a magical sort of X factor, but undoubtedly inexplicably great. However, the art of watching a slime drip may seem fanciful at first glance, the look not much when you consider the fact that people have chased brief bursts of relaxation through art for thousands of years- Tibetan Buddhist
monks often spend hours or days creating colorful mandalas out of the sand, only to immediately destroy them. We are all looking for peace and relief from suffering, and if you watch someone remove the blacken gets you there, by all means, to enjoy it. From oozing slime to hot knives to glorious paint
mixing, here are some of the most entertaining and relaxing weirdly satisfying videos out there. PaintPeople draw on the walls of caves since the dawn of mankind. Perhaps the greatest contemporary artist to evoke relaxation is Bob Ross, whose video has developed a cult following. Bob Ross - Island in
the Desert (Season 29 Episode 1) www.youtube.com Today, though, many other people have discovered ways to paint themselves into a soothing, satisfying visual experience. Recently a TikTok user named Tony Piloseno became a topic of conversation when it was revealed that he was fired from his
job at Sherwin-Williams when they discovered that he was using his products on the app.Miloseno started posting paint mixing videos while working in a paint shop, and soon enough his TikTok tormented millions of followers. But then, Piloseno made a video that included mixing blueberries with paint,
leading to thousands of customer requests; and then someone accused him of wasting his working time on personal activities, and he was fired. However, it continues to create videos, and obviously the people at Sherwin-Williams have lost in a big way because they don't understand how marketing
works. Piloseno is far from the only person to take advantage of the sticky paint, hypnotic beauty. PAINT MIXING COMPILATION (SO Satisfaction and Relaxation) #39 www.youtube.com 2. SlimeWith millions of videos dedicated to it and more emerging every day, slime may be the most popular of all
these trends. Psychedelic, shimmering, yl, and gorgeous, the world of mucus is rich and alive and even healing. Today, some psychologists have even started prescribing slime videos to patients who need relief from anxiety. The most satisfying Slime ASMR Videos (en) Relaxing Strangely Satisfying
Slime 2020 (en) 621 www.youtube.com Slime videos often have a sheen, gorgeous subsection of a strangely satisfying world in its own right. Glitter Slime Creation - Most Satisfying Slime Video #8 by Tom Slim www.youtube.com 3. Hot knives Ever wanted to stop the world and melt with someone? Now
you can stop the world and watch things melt away at any time via the internet. Welcome to the world of hot knife videos. The premise is simple if potentially dangerous: You heat the knife until it glows, then slice into any object and watch the magical, colorful chaos ensue. EXPERIMENT Glowing 1000
Degree KNIFE VS COCA www.youtube.com In general, slicing, slicing, Crushing, shredding, and other forms of beautiful destruction are also frequent items of strangely satisfying videos. SHREDDING DIAMONDS! AMAZING VIDEO! www.youtube.com the 100 best hydraulic press moments ( en)
Satisfaction Crush Compilation www.youtube.com 4. BakingAnyone who watches baking shows understands the deep satisfaction that comes from watching a chef spin a little sugar, flour and icing into a beauty thing. Cake making, in particular, the art of creating feathered icing decorations is a favorite
trend in a strangely satisfying world. But you can find aesthetically high-speed videos of any kind of cooking or baking. Have you ever wanted to see someone create a giant pancake? 5. Soap-CuttingSoap cutting is often used as a form of auditory ASMR due to the satisfying sounds created by knife
slicing through the soap bar, but we are including it here because of the visual beauty of what can only be called an art form. Satisfying soap cutting and soap cubes are strangely satisfying soap carving ASMR #5 www.youtube.com YouTube bursts with video soap bars sliced and carved into gorgeous
shapes. The way that soap cracks in a thousand little pixels is like fragments really mysteriously contemplate-look and cry. The blue set
Cutting Soap Cubes crushing soaps
clay crackling
www.youtube.com This classic has 21 million views: ASMR soap carving www.youtube.com 6. SitPopping-popping and other body-related videos are explosively popular on the Internet. These videos, which technically should be disgusting and disgusting, really offer many viewers a sense of deep satisfaction. There are many reasons for this. Disgust, especially when experienced in a controlled, safe
environment, can provide us with a sense of relief and can even help our minds prepare to identify and face genuine disgust in the real world. It can also excite us. It's the same kind of thrill people get from, say, roller coaster riding or bungee jumping - it activates the experience usually comes with a real
kind of danger while actually protected from the harmful effects usually associated with these situations , says Danielle Kelly in Yuck!: Nature and the moral value of Disgust.Not everyone loves roller coasters, and in the same way, not everyone likes to watch ingrown hair being painstakingly removed But
there are many people out there who love this kind of video. Can you spot this black-headed? Extracted on the upper lip www.youtube.com Mr Lee removes the massive 55-year-old blacken! Dr. Piml popper www.youtube.com you may be nauseous from these videos or they can help ease you to sleep.
Either way, there's nothing wrong with you-some people like watching movies Others don't. Just be careful You share one of them as not everyone can stomach them.report this ad 7. Different In case you are having trouble choosing between all these options, or want to be surprised, the Internet offers
literally countless collections of random but extremely satisfying events. The best strangely satisfying video to induce sleep and relax nerves www.youtube.com a strangely satisfying video to relax you before going to bed www.youtube.com many of these videos claim that they will cause sleep and relax
your nerves as the above video promises. At least these compilations are invitations to a world where every cap opens, every cut is clean, and there is no such thing as 2020. Who needs therapy, right? What is your favorite type of strangely satisfying video? Let us know on Twitter or in the comments!
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